Abstract-We propose a new method to support educational exploration in the hyperlink network of the Wikipedia online encyclopedia. The learner is provided with alternative parallel ranking lists, each one promoting hyperlinks that represent a different pedagogical perspective to the desired learning topic. The learner can browse the conceptual relations between the latest versions of articles or the conceptual relations belonging to consecutive temporal versions of an article, or a mixture of both approaches. Based on her needs and intuition, the learner explores hyperlink network and meanwhile the method builds automatically concept maps that reflect her conceptualization process and can be used for varied educational purposes. Initial experiments with a prototype tool based on the method indicate enhancement to ordinary learning results and suggest further research.
INTRODUCTION
Collaboratively built Wikipedia online encyclopedia (http://en.wikipedia.org), has revolutionized gathering and sharing knowledge with open source movement. The Wikipedia is considered as a scale-free network (a small world network) [1] that automatically evolves to a hierarchical clustering structure following so called power law making new vertices attached preferentially to already well connected nodes [2] . Despite mixed acceptance from educators [3] , the coverage and quality of the Wikipedia is said to meet the level of respected encyclopedias [4] and median survival time for vandalism edits is 11 minutes [5] .
We think that a large part of curriculum has already been iteratively elaborated in the articles of Wikipedia. Wikipedia has many collaboratively agreed structural characteristics that intuitively support a learner to find personalized learning material at an appropriate level of complexity. We consider that the Wikipedia can adaptively support personalized learning of concepts and their relations. Each article defines a concept denoted by its title and its hyperlinks define relations to other concepts. We propose a new method helping the learner to explore and analyze semantic relations between concepts represented by Wikipedia articles by using adaptive lists and a concept map. Based on the method we have implemented a prototype to serve as an educational tool to support individual and collaborative learning tasks.
II. METHOD
The learner provides an initial concept about the learning topic for the method and selects either topological or evolutionary exploration mode. In topological exploration mode, the learner proceeds in the network of hyperlinks belonging to the latest versions of Wikipedia articles. The hyperlinks are shown in a few parallel ranking lists providing alternative rankings sorted in decreasing order of significance. Based on distinct ranking criteria, each list promotes hyperlinks representing a different pedagogical perspective to the learning topic. Each row in a ranking list shows the concept attainable through the hyperlink (title of target article), relation statement (excerpt from the sentence surrounding the hyperlink in current article) and a statistical measure from current or target article used to create ranking.
From the ranking lists the learner selects a desired amount of concepts that seem promising for her, indicating what perspectives she wants to be prioritized by the method in further exploration. Selected concepts and their relations to previous concepts become illustrated in a progressively expanding concept map. Nodes labeled with the concepts are connected with directed arcs labeled with relation statements respectively. From the concept map the learner selects one concept for the next step in exploration and from now on each ranking list shows hyperlinks for the article corresponding to this selected concept. By repeating this cycle, step by step, new hyperlinks with alternative rankings are constantly recommended by the method thus providing a diversity of exploration paths. Based on her needs and intuition, the learner explores hyperlink network and meanwhile the method builds automatically a concept map that reflects her conceptualization process.
We suggest that ranking of hyperlinks should rely on simple statistics concerning current article and target article. Based on convincing results in our previous work [6] , reflecting five main functions identified for the Wikipedia, we decided to use following measurable parameters as ranking criteria for hyperlinks: order of hyperlinks in current article, hyperlinks whose target article's titles are most repeated in current article, size of hyperlink's target article, view rate of hyperlink's target article and edit rate of hyperlink's target article. These measures can be easily retrieved from revision history and online services providing Wikipedia statistics, and relation statements can be extracted from sentences surrounding hyperlinks with a parsing method, as explained in our previous work.
In evolutionary exploration mode a concept and its relations can be represented by any previous temporal version of the corresponding Wikipedia article and its hyperlinks at that time. The learner is provided with a simple dial to select a desired time frame from the revision history of current article. Also the ranking of hyperlinks is carried out with statistics from the chosen historical moment in time. The learner can browse consecutive temporal versions of articles to see how new hyperlinks and relation statements are introduced and how older ones become edited or even removed. By observing these temporal transformations the learner can get insight how conceptualization can proceed in a collaborative environment. By alternating between both evolutionary and topological exploration modes, the learner should receive even additional pedagogical advantage as she simultaneously gives attention to both temporal local emergence of knowledge clusters and general connectivity among clusters in relations fixed to a certain time frame.
We propose two optional enhancements for the method that are memory effect and definition boost. Memory effect gives extra promotion for hyperlinks that are shared among concepts added so far to the concept map. If at least two previously encountered articles have a same target article as the current article has, this hyperlink will be automatically given a leading position in the ranking lists. Definition boost lets the learner to see only those hyperlinks belonging to the introduction section of current article, typically before the table of contents. Since writing style in introduction is often more definitive than later in the article, also recommended hyperlinks are expected to emphasize now more definitions.
To demonstrate the method, map a) in Figure 1 shows a concept map generated with the topological exploration mode starting from Wikipedia article "History of the world". To avoid self-serving bias, a symmetric tree topology was used with uniform ranking criteria based on sum of all five suggested rankings. On each level the sibling nodes are shown from left to right in descending order of ranking. To emphasize initial diversity, memory effect was applied only to generate the nodes of third level. Definition boost was applied on all levels. We think that resulting concept map offers rather relevant exploration paths. Memory effect promoted four useful concepts to be included in the map (Indian subcontinent, Prehistory, Greek language and Early modern period). Maps b), c) and d) in Figure 1 show stubs of concept maps generated with evolutionary exploration mode based on three time frames of article "History of the world" using similar conditions as described for map a). We think that traits of maturing can be seen in this temporal series.
In initial experiments, we compared the conceptual structures generated with our method, to corresponding established learning material. For example, Figure 1 matched well with exploration paths gained when accessing four main periods of history through index of a children's world history book [7] . Initial test users reported that method fruitfully enhanced their ordinary learning results, supplied with representations successfully balancing between simplicity and accuracy that can be easily complemented and finetuned to reach an even further educational gain.
III. RELATED WORK
Educational tools providing holistic solutions for everchanging learning scenarios are needed [8] . As an intuitive medium, concept maps have been recommended for illustrating relationships of educational material in both flexible and compact form [9] . Knowledge maturing has been verified in the Wikipedia as implicit contextualized knowledge becomes gradually explicitly linked and formalized, and useful measures for maturing can possibly be extracted from creation and usage contexts [10] .
To exploit the maturing of Wikipedia for pedagogical exploration, our work is inspired by intelligent tutoring systems, content-based filtering, information retrieval and clustering. Weber et al. [11] introduced a tool for visual semantic browsing and decision making based on concept maps. García-Plaza et al. [12] proposed an unsupervised document representation model to cluster web pages with self-organizing maps using features of the pages. These works support us to develop map-based tool for exploration without extensive indexing of the Web. Hyperlinks can be seen as a tagging about the article's context. Kamps and Koolen [13] showed that the degree of arriving hyperlinks can be exploited to significantly improve effectiveness of ad hoc information retrieval. Zubiaga et al. [14] showed that socially annotated web content can be well classified based on weighted tags, even with limited user counts. Noll and Meinel [15] showed that tag-based classification seem to suit better to top-level documents in a hierarchy and deeper levels need contextual information mediated from higher levels. These results motivate us to recommend hyperlinks for exploration based on simple ranked statistics about articles that are hierarchically related or encountered earlier.
To address imprecision, Kotsakis [16] proposed querying XML documents with fuzzy ranking relying on Levenshtein distances based on tags encountered in paths and characters included in terms. Emphasizing document's structure, Cafarella et al. [17] proposed querying relational information from HTML tables on the Web and ranking them in respect to diverse text-derived features. To integrate schema information from numerous structured data sources, Nandi and Bernstein [18] proposed a semi-supervised mapping method relying on a log of queries that cause click-throughs.
The DBpedia [19] is a promising project extracting structured factual information from Wikipedia articles to form an expressive dataset facilitating queries about relationships and properties. Chan et al. [20] proposed a search algorithm over the DBpedia enabling to extract a semantic graph from Wikipedia's hyperlink structure. Another interesting effort to exploit the Wikipedia is semantic search engine NAGA [21] using graph-based query language with ranking that considers confidence, informativeness and compactness of results.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Even a short chain of hyperlinks in the Wikipedia can cover essential knowledge about a desired educational topic. Due to rich variety of contributors, the hyperlink network of the Wikipedia combines numerous individually favored relations between concepts into one browsable entity. However, it is hard to define requirements for optimal exploration paths that can be favorably personalized in diverse contexts and generated with limited computational load.
Results of related work indicate that simple quantitative semi-automatic methods can be successfully used for measuring matching with imprecise queries to rank documents in a collection. This suggests that desired educational perspectives can be efficiently promoted by chaining ranked hyperlinks that have even relatively imprecise correlation between a simple statistical feature of current and target article. To enable holistic adaptive conceptualization process, the learner needs interactive knowledge representations and concept maps seem to offer an efficient medium for compact yet flexible illustrations. Besides exploring just the relations between the latest versions of articles, browsing consecutive temporal versions of an article enables analyzing emergence of knowledge clusters. Two additional options enable to favor hyperlinks having previously encountered target articles and hyperlinks promoting definitions. Initial experiments with a prototype indicate that proposed functional principles can fruitfully support exploration that is sustainable for human learning.
Future work should address agglomeration of separate learning tasks and complementing collaboration schemes. Easy evaluation and intervention methods are needed for teachers. Personal learning styles and special needs should be strongly supported with encouragement and inspiration.
